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About This Game

MageWorks is a mage simulation combat and crafting game. Players flip through their spellbooks and use their staff to cast the
spells. Travel to distant lands discovering new spells and enemies.

Spellbooks can be customized! With a unique bookmarking system, players can bookmark their favorite spells which places that
spell into a custom spellbook. Using these bookmarks, players can tune their spellbooks to best fit their play-style and select

magic that is suitable for different environment types.

Players can also customize their staff! By collecting wood, crystals and flowers in the wild, mages can create ink to draw their
designs, carve and shape wood, and grind crystals to create a unique staff. The staff you create can also be 3D printed so you

can bring a part of your game into reality!

MageWorks is an Early Access title that is constantly evolving and actively integrates player feedback.
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KOH7AH approved.. I've played with it for a little, and I have to say, this is a great game! And one of the few in which you can
play, or even uses the Titans.
It is very fun to play, the A.I. seems to be adequate, or at least seems to be both punishing, and acceptable. Maybe I lucked out
and I got a win, or I lost because I'm still a beginner. But I like it so far.

The soundtrack is really, REALLY good. It is pretty barebones right now, but what they currently have is quite great! So, if you
are a Warhammer fan, buy it!. I bought it with real money just to make my character real Kawai and I have no regret at all. :D. I
crashed into germany and got money out of it 10/10. Mindware's best classic remake yet. Sort of a PacMan CE DX-style
5-minute time attack, but high scores are based more on careful planning and landing a big payout in the final seconds rather
than the constant "in the zone" type scoring of Pac. Great music and audio queues.
It's been updated really frequently since release, lots of bug fixes and tweaks for the better.
I do find a lot of the default effects to be overwhelming, but you have a ton of control over that and can turn them up or down to
your liking. Definitely keep in mind you can turn the starting level up to 15, once you get the hang of things.. This needs a lot
more time. not sure if that will make it good, but playable, I would hope.
cause now it ain't. Bug laden and abandoned by devs. great start to a game. it reminds me of vanishing realms. {amazing game},
but falls short of it becuse of the method used for teleportation. you have no choice in where to go? the beauty of Vanashing
Realms is the freedom to explore where you want and at your own pace. DEV: PLEASE reconsider your teleportation method.
Use Vanashing Realms or The Gallery as a refrence. otherwise it is pretty sweet.
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awsome just got 3rd place in the world!!. best invested 49 cent in my life. Just a question, how do you play the game? I bought it
but there is no ussr vs usa game when you pull up the screen. I don't know what's going on, but if you buy it cheap it may be
worth playing with your friends or significant other for a different kind of experience.

Oh, also it makes a pretty sneaky Resident Evil reference, which was kind of cool.. Wood Elves, if you've heard the phrase Elf
BS, then you know the Wood Elves embody this.

Basic Wood Elf info:
AG4 as per usual with elves
Best blitzer in the game (begins with Block, Dodge, Leap
Is the only Elf team with a big guy
Has only AV7 so expect a quite a few armour breaks if you get in range
Expensive players mean any death is felt hard. A well-written, enjoyable experience. An entire playthrough is a few hours long,
but i re-played it once as well. Makes you care about and ponder your decisions, if you're a fan of zombies and survival
litterature, go for it!
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